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1. Introduction 

 
“No utterance is innocent and every utterance tells us something about the world we live in” (Loomba, 

1998, p.40). How can what is said or written be deciphered to convey something about our present 

society, our present norms? What does a text tells us other than what is explicitly written? I am 

interested in looking at how this can take place, and following my field of study I have decided to 

examine how non-governmental aid agencies are using the language when presenting their development 

projects. Does their use of language say something about their view of their development partners? 

Does the language carries with it perceptions about outdated conceptions and ideas or does it 

communicate values and norms that are up to date and sensible? 

 

Even though one may find implications of postcolonial attitudes and identity constructions on the NGOs 

websites there is never only one side of it. One sentence can often be read in, at least, two ways. Is it 

possible to talk about development aid without touching upon dubious formulations when it comes to 

describing the situations and needs of people in exposed and vulnerable situations, or the impacts of the 

projects carried out? That’s not to say that one should not pay attention to postcolonial tendencies that 

might be found in the texts of various NGOs, only that when reading a text one can often find 

ambiguous messages within the very same sentence. 

 

 

2. Aim, research question and selection. 
 

I am interested in investigating whether any of the NGOs examined in this essay is using post-colonial 

discourses in their presentations and description of their own projects. The focus will be put on three 

different British non-governmental development aid organisations that are active in various African 

countries. As the chosen organisations work within the professional field of development aid one could 

assume that they might be aware of the complexity of problems tied to post-coloniality and globally 

unequal power relations, and that they due to this awareness would be careful with consolidating and 

sustaining these types of discourses. I specifically chose British NGOs as Britain were very dominant 

during the colonial occupations. I am curious to see whether their active colonial past might have made 

them more self-conscious and cautious of alluding to post-colonial structures and constructions, or 

whether their colonial history have had such an imprint on the societal discourses that they still, in some 
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ways, are noticeable today.     

 

The questions I will aim to answer is: 

Are there any post-colonial tendencies to be found in the texts written by the non-governmental 

development agencies to describe their projects? Are there multiple ways of reading and interpreting the 

texts? 

 

To answer these questions I will use Critical Discourse Analysis and additionally outline three 

analytical categories that will help identify possible post-colonial constructions and discourses. The 

selection of NGOs was made firstly based on that they should have an internet website presenting their 

organisation and their work. Thereafter I tried to find organisations of varying sizes. The common 

factors I was looking for was that they should be giving development aid in an African country, and to 

narrow it down even further I looked on projects that was related to water supplies and/or farming. The 

three NGOs that were finally chosen were Oxfam, Livingstone Tanzania Trust and Water Aid. I am 

striving to center the analysis around the image that the NGOs are conveying of African countries and 

their inhabitants, not how things look in ‘real life’. It is the construction of the countries and peoples 

that is of interest here. 

 

 

3. Background and theory  
 

3.1. Colonialism and colonial discourse 

 

European colonialism revolved around enabling a transition from non-capitalist economies to capitalist 

ones. The ‘colonial project’ was for Europe not merely about forcible takeovers of lands and resources 

but an indispensable part of capitalist development (Loomba, 1998, p.20). In the discourse prevailing 

before World War Two, Africans were often described as “being immersed in nature, bad in essence, 

lazy, impulsive, superstitious, submitted to passions and incapable of reasoning” (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, 

p1), which is an example of how the colonial discourse could look. Creating a dichotomy between the 

colonisers and the colonised was crucial for justifying and maintaining the colonial occupation. If ‘they’ 

were like ‘us’ how could we possibly legitimise such appalling and immoral deeds? There had to be a 
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palpable difference to refer to; like that ‘they needed our help’, that ‘they’ were uncivilized, uneducated, 

immature, barbaric et cetera (Loomba, 1998, p. 44 & 60). By creating this ‘Other’, the European 

coloniser had something to mirror itself against when constructing the European ‘Self’. The ‘self’ was 

to be only what the ‘other’ was not: 

 

“[I]f colonised people are irrational, Europeans are rational; if the former are barbaric, sensual and lazy, 

Europe is civilisation itself, with its sexual appetites under control and its dominant ethic that of hard 

work; if the Orient as static, Europe can be seen as developing and marching ahead; the Orient has to be 

feminine so that Europe can be masculine” (Said, 1977 in Loomba, 1998, p.47).  

 

The dichotomy between European and its ‘others’ was in part upheld by travelogues, literary texts and 

other writings (Loomba, 1998, p.57). The European culture and hegemony was dependent on this 

dichotomy for its creation and expansion (Said, 1977 in Loomba, 1998, p.44).  

 

During the nineteenth and twentieth century many writers link European colonisation to reason and 

science conquering the ‘forces of superstition’. The effectiveness of the colonial discourse made many 

of the colonised peoples adopting the same view as well.  European culture, technology and education 

were by this discourse constructed as indubitably superior to any of the colonies’ equivalents. At all 

levels and in all aspects the European counterpart was, by the colonial discourse, established as being 

more advanced, developed and sophisticated than the colonised people and their cultures, societies and 

institutions (Loomba, 1998, p.21 & 85 and Wininger, 2011, p.884). This kind of stereotyping and 

demonising still exist today. One could think that with the advances of science and spreading of 

knowledge this “blurring of ‘fact’ and ‘fiction’” would have vanished. However, the modern Western 

science was for a long period of time entangled with discourses that had a racist outlook on people 

(Stephan 1982, Gould 1996 in Loomba, 1998, p. 60f). In fact, the very construction of ‘race’ was a 

product of Western science during the eighteenth century. Darwin’s theory of evolution of the species 

was on the one hand an actual advance for science, but it nevertheless came to be used to strengthen 

ideas of racial sovereignty (Loomba, 1998, p.62f). Hence, by way of the ’objectivity’ of science and 

observation the European occupation of other lands was substantiated (Loomba, 1998, p. 61). As 

science has always been claimed to be neutral and value-free it has acquired an authoritative and 

influential voice, which have made it extraordinary hard to challenge its asserted truths and findings 

(Stephan & Gilman 1991 and Loomba, 1998, p.64). 
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“The central figure of Western humanist and Enlightenment discourses, the humane, knowing subject, 

now stands revealed as a white male colonialist” (Loomba, 1998, p.66). The emergence of modern 

Western knowledge structures can be said to be entrenched in and constructed by colonial discourses 

(Loomba, 1998, p.64). As the ‘knowledge’ about the colonised countries was produced by persons that 

were ingrained in the colonial relations and history, that knowledge can never be ‘objective’ or unbiased 

(Loomba, 1998, p.46). During the era of colonial occupations, as well as today, people are interpreting 

their surroundings through the ideological filters, or ways of seeing, provided by their own cultures and 

societies (Loomba, 1998, p.71). These are mechanisms that never stop being relevant as it determines 

how people think and act, and moreover how people will justify their thoughts and actions. Stereotypes 

are not created due to lack of knowledge or ignorance, but are a specific way of handling information; it 

is a method of reducing “images and ideas to a simple and manageable form”. The purpose of doing so 

is to create and maintain a false impression of that there is an actual disparity between the ‘self’ and the 

‘other’. In other words one could say that stereotyping is a strategy to create disruption between 

different groups (Gilman, 1985 in Loomba, 1998, p.60).  

 

Science did not use its authority to invalidate earlier ideas of ‘inferior races’, but came to connect the 

colour of one’s skin to their cultural and civilisational characteristics in the name of science (Loomba, 

1998, p.63). The contextual positioning of the European scientists, i.e. their own political views, racial 

privileges, ideologies et cetera, limited their ability and incentive to thoroughly impugn the existing 

scientific theories about racial difference; one could say that, as everyone to some extent always is, they 

were caught within the prevalent discourses and worldviews. The availability of scientific schooling to 

the peoples who were subjected to these condescending and stereotyping theories were generally 

restricted, which made it easy to repudiate their remonstrance as unscientific (Loomba, 1998, p.64). 

Knowledge production had an important role in making colonialism possible. By creating and 

implementing certain discourses a hierarchy was created by which the Europeans and the West were 

placed at the top. Knowledge, and the production of it, is thoroughly affiliated with the operations of 

power (Loomba, 1998, p.43). 

 

One could say that colonial discourse is referring to how through a certain kind of biased knowledge 

production the colonial forces managed to justify and carry through their colonial occupation. This 
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‘knowledge’ was created by intersecting stereotypes of the colonised with intellectual, cultural, political 

and economic processes (Loomba, 1998, p.54). In this way, a certain view of the colonial subjects was 

created that helped legitimise and maintain the colonial rule.  

 
 

3.2. Post-Colonialism 

 
The general aim of post-colonialist theory is to show how former colonies, however independent they 

officially may be today, still struggles to extricate themselves from former colonising forces. The point 

here is that becoming an independent national state did not in fact put an end to the colonial rule. The 

colonial occupation manipulated various levels and institutions of the occupied societies, ranging from 

education, the financial sector, politics, science, and trade down to language, religion, art, identities, and 

social structures. The economic and political structures that were forcibly imposed by the colonisers had 

the objective of exploiting the natural and human resources of the colonies. The structures and ethnic 

tensions created by the colonisers have persisted long after the occupation has officially ended 

(Wininger, 2011, p.883ff). Hence, post-colonialism can be used as a general term referring to a “process 

of disengagement from the whole colonial syndrome” (Humle 1995, quoted in Loomba, 1998, p. 18f). It 

is about former colonies rebuilding their economy, culture and identity after the disruptive impact of 

colonial occupation (Wininger, 2011, p.883). 

 

Loomba (1998) parallels post-colonialism with the concept ’patriarchy’, from feminist thought. As 

these concepts function similarly the comparison can be helpful for getting a better understanding of the 

former. ’Patriarchy’ indicates men’s domination over women, but the manifestation and ideology of 

male domination varies over culture, time and geographic place. As Loomba puts it:” English 

patriarchal structures were different in the sixteenth century from what they are today, and they varied 

also between classes, then and now. All of these are further distinct from patriarchy in China, which is 

also variable over time and social groupings” (Loomba, 1998, p.18). The very same goes for post-

colonialism. The relations of domination and the process of emancipation it intends to describe can look 

vastly different depending on context, but the fundamental features are the same. Structures and 

institutions created to justify and maintain colonialism are still operating today, which contributes to the 

continuity of global and individual inequalities that hinders post-colonial societies from developing in 

the ways they want or could (Wininger, 2011, p.883f). In this thesis I will refer to Eriksson Baaz’s 
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(2002) explanation of how the post-colonial relates to the colonial. She states that post-colonial does not 

imply a reality where the former colonies now stands fully separated from the colonisers, neither is a 

mere continuance of the direct colonial rule. The processes of decolonisation, where new sovereign 

nation states were created and the direct occupational rule came to an end, were too diverse to be able to 

generalise in such a way. Rather, the ‘post’ in post-colonial could here be seen as implying both ‘after’ 

and ‘continuance’. “While domination under colonialism was upheld through direct occupational rule, 

the continued domination in the postcolonial has been staged in the context of independent states and 

organized through trade negotiations, aid conditionalities, debt management and concessions etc.” 

(Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p 50f). Cultural identities have also changed due to this successive conversion 

from the colonial governing to the post-colonial one, as they are responsive to alterations in power 

relations and social structures. In sum, one could say that “postcolonial theory is ‘one way of 

recognizing how decolonized situations are marked by the trace of the imperial pasts they try to 

disavow’” (Simon Gikandi, in Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p 50f). 

 

 

3.3. Discourse in development 

 

One could say that there are two different approaches to development. On the one hand it could be 

regarded as an intrinsic process – that there are certain steps that need to be taken in a specific order to 

obtain development; this line of thought have an evolutionary view of the world (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, 

131). On the other hand, development could be seen as an intentional process, where one actively have 

to take action in some way in order to obtain change and progress (ibid). Even though these two points 

of view seems to be contradictory Eriksson Baaz points to that they are both often found, co-existing, 

within the same development discourses, without this being addressed or clarified in any way (2002, p. 

131). Cowen and Shenton, among others, stress the necessity of clarifying that there is a difference 

between the two takes on development mentioned above to avoid misconceptions and confusion. Even 

though many of the development projects during the nineteenth century and onwards have been 

informed by an idea of development as an intentional practice, the opposing view – that of development 

as a naturally given and evolutionary process – has, and has had, a substantial influence as well, 

however unspoken and unidentified. It would be needed to elucidate and point out more clearly that this 

is taking place in the literature and within the concerned discourses (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 131). 
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The concept of underdevelopment as we recognise it today is by some said to have started with 

President Truman in 1949 when launching his ‘bold new program’ for developing underdeveloped 

areas. The conception of underdevelopment was here described in terms of areas where ‘misery’, 

‘disease’, poverty’ and ‘a primitive and stagnant economic life’ could be found (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 

130f). However, judging and describing people as being ‘stagnant’ or ‘primitive’ has been done since 

long before the 1940’s. Even though the development discourse has changed and gained some new 

meanings midway through the twentieth century “Enlightenment ideas of progress and eighteenth and 

nineteenth century ideas of evolutionary development” has also played an immense part in shaping and 

influencing the discourse of development (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 131). 

 

There has been a shift in discourse within the development aid sector from a ‘donors’-’receivers’-

relationship to a relationship between ‘partners’. The thought is that the aid organisations should not do 

things for developing countries but with them, a cooperation where paternalistic attitudes and 

approaches should no longer have a place (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p.2). The aim is to create a more equal 

relationship and power balance between the two, or several, parties involved. However, it has turned out 

not to be as easy as first thought. Eriksson Baaz points to that the partnership discourse is still imbued 

with the metaphors of an innovative, active ‘donor’ Self and a backward and passive ‘partner’, which 

shows the inconsistency yet existent within the partnership discourse. Despite the good intentions 

inherent in the shift to a partnership discourse the implementation of it often results in self-

contradiction; on the one hand emphasising the agency and capacity of the ‘partner’ and on the other 

hand simultaneously maintaining the idea of the very same ‘partner’ being an irresponsible and 

incapable one (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p.20). Furthermore, the agenda is very much set up by the ‘donor’. 

Due to economic inequalities the ‘donor’ is put in a privileged position with greater power leverage than 

the ‘partner’, which results in that the ‘donor’ gets the opportunity to set up the rules by which the 

‘partner’ has to play (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p.216).  

 

4. Method and discourse theory 

 
 Jorgensen and Phillips defines a discourse as “a particular way of talking about and understanding the 

world (or an aspect of the world)” (2002, p.1). Moreover, they state that a Critical Discourse Analysis 
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“provides theories and methods for the empirical study of the relations between discourse and social and 

cultural developments in different social domains” (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.60). The domain I am 

about to study in this thesis is NGOs’ own representations of the work they are doing in various 

developing countries and whether these shows any tendencies of post-colonial discourse.  

 

When it comes to choice of method I assessed Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), and more 

specifically Faircough’s definition of it, to be the most useful one. I will be using Fairclough’s three-

dimensional model as a point of reference when doing my analysis. This model points to that a critical 

discourse analysis should be focusing on three specific dimensions (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.68f): 

1. Text – the linguistic features and structures of the text. 

2. Discursive practice – processes related to the production and consumption of the text. 

3. Social practice – the wider social practice to which the communicative event belongs. 

 

The first dimension, the analysis of the actual text, focuses on the formal characteristics such as 

grammar, sentence coherence, vocabulary, syntax et cetera, which constitutes the linguistic elements 

from which discourses are generated. A text, here, includes both speech, writing, images and/or a 

combination of all three (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.68f).  The second dimension, the discursive 

practice, is more concerned with how the person writing a text draws on already existing discourses 

when creating it, and also how the readers of a text too are using available discourses in the 

interpretation and consumption of a text (ibid.). The third dimension, the social practice, concentrates 

on how the interconnection between the text and social practices is brought about by discursive practice. 

In other words, it is through discursive practice, by which individuals use language to produce and 

consume texts, that texts shape and are shaped by social practice. Here one should consider whether the 

discursive practice is reproducing or, alternatively, restructuring the present order of discourse and 

which kinds of consequences this could have for the broader social practice (ibid.). All three dimensions 

mentioned above sometimes also merge with one another and is occasionally difficult to discern when 

trying to analyse them (ibid.). In the analysis to follow the main focus will be put on the first dimension 

of the three. 

 

Critical discourse analysis falls under the theoretical umbrella of social constructionism (Jorgensen and 

Phillips, 2002, p.4). Discourse analysis is inherently anti-essentialist, which means that the world is seen 
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as socially constructed; nothing is predestined or decided by external circumstances. Accordingly, no 

knowledge or depiction of the world could be said to be ‘true’ or ‘objective’, but is influenced both by 

our ways to categorise the world and our surroundings as well as historical and cultural contexts. 

Knowledge, identities, and social relations are all in some way created by discourse, through social 

action. Our way of understanding the world and what we know to be ’right’ or ’true’ is created 

discursively, i.e. by social processes. It is through various kinds of social interactions that we establish 

and agree upon what is ‘true’ or ‘false’; the production of knowledge stems from the very same kind of 

processes and mechanisms. These socially constructed worldviews determine what kinds of actions and 

behaviours that will pass as accepted or abnormal. Different social comprehensions of the world will 

result in different kinds of social behaviours being acceptable, and therefore social constructions of 

knowledges and what is thought of as ‘truths’ can have direct and tangible social effects (Jorgensen and 

Phillips, 2002, p.5f). For the sake of clarity, I would like to point out that the constructionist view 

forming the baseline of this analysis is based on Jorgensen and Phillips’ definitions and explanations, 

not necessarily my personal views.  

 

Critical discourse analysis draws on a structuralist and poststructuralist language theory (Jorgensen and 

Phillips, 2002, p.6). The language is seen to have a crucial role since what we say and write never is a 

bare mirroring of reality, but in fact is contributing the actual construction of reality (Jorgensen and 

Phillips, 2002, p. 8f). “[L]anguage is a ‘machine’ that generates, and as a result constitutes, the social 

world” (Jorgensen and Philips, 2002, p.9). Therefore, language users get the role of simultaneously 

being a discursive progeny as well as an active part in reproducing and altering discourses, and by that 

an active role in cultural and social change (Jorgensen and Phillips, 2002, p.17). The aim of critical 

discourse analyses is to “contribute to social change along the lines of more equal power relations in 

communication processes and society in general” (Jorgensen and Phillips, 2002, p.64). Another 

objective of this method is to expose how the workings of discursive practices is maintaining unequal 

power relations and other features of the social world; how unbalanced relations of power between 

different social groups – such as between men and women, the majority and ethnic minorities, social 

classes – are reproduced and created through discursive practices (ibid. p.63). The production of 

meaning in everyday life is seen to have an important role in sustaining the social order (ibid. p.75). 

When it comes to identities they could be said to be “constituted through the meanings we provide to 

the Self and the Other” (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 4f). Critical discourse analysis allows us to unveil the 
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power relations that are inherent in culture, literature, language and institutions that are part of, and 

regulates, our daily lives (Loomba, 1998, p.47). 

 

All texts have several potential meanings, which can be both inconsistent and open to various 

contrasting readings (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.75). When reading the NGOs’ texts I am trying to 

find these multiple meanings existing within one text or way of phrasing. Can one find a colonial/racist 

discourse at play or maybe a conscious/anti-racist one? And does one exclude the other? 

 

Both Loomba (1998, p.39), Jorgensen & Phillips (2002, p.22) and Foucault (referred to in Jorgensen & 

Phillips, 2002, p.14) talks about the difficulty in that no one can stand, talk or think outside discourse. 

We are all caught within the frame of reference, representations, knowledge productions and ‘truths’ of 

our own time. No one could be said to be entirely objective or to have access to universal truth. So that 

is something to have in mind when doing or reading an analysis like this, that my thoughts and 

conclusions are also shaped and influenced by prevalent discourses. So there will be arguments and 

deductions that I will not be able to reach or realise due to these limitations. One’s thoughts and mind is 

always in some sense locked within the contemporary context/frame of reference. That is something 

that one can never really escape. 

 

 

4.1. Analytical tools 

 

The analytical categories I will be using to answer my question are in part inspired by Stenlund (2016), 

which in turn have based hers on Eriksson Baaz’s (2002) theorisations and conclusions. These sources 

are relevant for me to use as the authors mentioned above have studied topics and cases similar to mine. 

Eriksson Baaz studies how the identities of development workers are constructed and constituted in 

practice (2002, p. 9).  Her point of departure is that the identity construction of ‘donor’ and expatriate 

development workers is “one important dimension which informs and shape development practices” 

(Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p.4). She sets out on the premise that identities are created through discourses 

and that these identities, together with the meanings we attach to the ‘Self’ and the ‘Other’, are 

manifested in and informing the practices of development cooperation. The study is carried out in 

Tanzania and the main part of the study is based on interview with development workers (Eriksson 
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Baaz, 2002, p.4). In Stenlund’s study the focus lies on American NGOs and the language and rhetoric 

they use to market themselves and to attract volunteers and funding. More specifically she examines 

whether there are any post-colonial discourses to be found in these communications, and to do this she 

is using the method of critical discourse analysis (Stenlund, 2016, p.2 & 12).  

 

The three following categories are based on identity constructions of the Other that have been used 

historically to depreciate, stereotype, incapacitate and take control over them, in order to illustrate how 

similar rhetoric strategies are used today to maintain the unequal power balance that was initially 

created during the colonial era.  

 

4.1.1. The culturally different Other 

 

This is the notion that the ‘Other’ is seen as inherently different than the ‘Self’, and that this 

dissimilarity could be ascribed to the ‘Other’s’ culture. While references to race or blackness have been 

abandoned ‘disparities’ are now instead ascribed to cultural differences; “’racialism’ has been replaced 

with ‘culturalism’” (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 110). It is not dissimilarities in biology or complexion that 

makes the differences between the African and the Westerner, given this way of thinking, but the 

‘cultural differences’. Even though this might seem less racist and less problematic than the racial 

discourse, the boundaries of cultural differences often seems to concur with the former racial borders. 

So while culture is considerably more blurry as a base of disjunction, it is just as efficient when it comes 

to delimitations and boundaries (ibid.). “What before were talked about as characteristics of the black 

and white race are now often referred to as cultural traits – as characteristics of African or Western 

culture” (ibid.). 

 

Eriksson Baaz found that another effect of the discourse of African Otherness is that incidents which in 

other circumstances would have been imputed to, for instance, economic, organisational, regional or 

individual differences, in this context instead are read as ‘cultural differences’ (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 

111f). For example “the ways in which being late, or miss an appointment is provided with different 

meanings depending on context and whether the person is (seen as) a Western or an African” (Eriksson 

Baaz, 2002, p. 112). When it comes to the discourse of African Otherness it seems not to be the nations 

that are most central in the processes of constructing identities, but rather the ideas of Africa and the 
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West. Internal differentiations within the West are generally presented as negligible in relation to the 

African Other (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 109). The discourse of cultural difference gives at hand that the 

African is intrinsically dissimilar to the Western and European, and all practices and events are 

construed thereafter (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 111). “[I]t is in relation to the African Other (...) that the 

unity of the Western is constructed” (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 116). The Western or European Self is 

often constructed as substantialising the fulfilment of the essence of Western modernity – inhabiting 

‘cultural qualities’ such as democracy, commitment to work, a spirit of innovation, openness, organising 

and planning skills, and transparency – while the African Other is constructed as suffering a ‘lack’ 

and/or ‘need’ of the very same qualities. Here too, nationality is subordinate to a more general African- 

or Western-ness (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 116 & 123). 

 

As many development projects and interventions are based on the idea of cultural differences – the 

thought that there in fact are some things that ‘we’ can give ‘them’ that they did not had or knew before 

– it is necessary to uphold these cultural boundaries and ensure to that they are not transgressed. 

‘Cultural exchange’ is furthermore something that is often emphasised both by NGOs and governmental 

institutions when it comes to justifying projects and initiatives, therefore it becomes necessary to 

maintain these boundaries in order for the ‘cultural exchange’ to be able to continue (Eriksson Baaz, 

2002, p. 122f). 

 

Ruth Frankenberg states that since whiteness is constructed as something neutral and normative, it 

becomes the point of reference by which the Others are defined. By constituting the norm, whiteness 

does not signal ‘deviation’, while the Other or the non-white comes to signal/indicate the opposite 

(Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 113). 

 

So, to be able to identify the occurrence of this in the text I will look for expressions of positioning the 

‘Self’ and the ‘Other’ as dichotomies, of constructing the African as something alien, strange or 

essentially different.  

 

4.1.2. The stagnated Other and progressive Self 

 

The discourse of evolutionary development have entailed that Europeans are constructed as having a 
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higher level of development than Africans, and that this is something that distinguish the Europeans 

from the Africans (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 132). During the eighteenth and nineteenth century the 

imagery of youth, childhood and immaturity, versus that of old age and maturity, influenced the ideas of 

progress; maturity equaled a high stage of progress while childhood equaled a low stage of progress. 

These types of ideas are, at places, still repeated and expressed in the development aid context today 

(Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 133). The idea of evolutionary development also gives convenient 

explanations to why certain projects fail. The conclusion becomes that one has ‘gone too fast’, ‘skipped 

certain steps’, that ‘they are not ready yet’ or that ‘they have not reached the required stage’ (Eriksson 

Baaz, 2002, p. 133). Simply that “the expectations have been too high and not adjusted to the backward 

position when the struggle for development began” (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 135). 

 

After having done interviews with several development aid workers Eriksson Baaz concluded that many 

expressed “an attitude or rather (…) a positioning of the Self as developed and superior in contrast to a 

backward, inferior Other” (p. 130). The discourse of development today contains an underlying idea of 

that Europe ‘has come so much further’(Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 130). Development is here seen as 

following certain steps, where some (non-Western) countries are lagging behind. However, this is a lag 

that a European/Western Self thinks itself to be able to comprehend and fix as they/their ancestors 

already have went through all the required stages (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 133). This view of 

development opens up some possibilities of identification since the ‘Self’ is thought to have went 

through the very same process and taken the same steps as the ‘Other’, only just some decades or 

centuries earlier. From this follows that Africa today often is compared with how it looked in 

Europe/the West in the past (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p.132). “Development cooperation emerges as an 

encounter between people who occupy different stages of development, but also different time periods” 

(Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 132f). It is not only the size of the GDP, the number of people living under the 

poverty line or the level of economic growth that indicates the backwardness of the ‘Other’, but also a 

general stagnation when it comes to moral, knowledge and practices (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 130).  

 

In the analysis to follow I will be looking for expressions and phrasings that is indicating a view of the 

Other as being stagnated, backward, childlike, immature or generally underdeveloped. 
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4.1.3. The passive Other and active Self 

 

Eriksson Baaz has identified a dichotomy between the passive and the active within the development 

aid context. She points to that passivity and lacking responsibility is associated with the ‘partner’ and 

Africa while activity and responsibility is associated with the ‘donor’ and the West (2002, p 151). This 

perceived distinction is used as an explanation for the underdevelopment of Africa and the development 

of the West (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p.151). In her interviews Eriksson Baaz found that this idea of Africa 

as passive could be articulated in sayings like “Tanzanian/African effectiveness’, ‘African/Tanzanian 

time’ or ‘African pause’ where the Tanzanian or African signifies slowness, passiveness and inactivity” 

(Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 151). This type of imagery have been used since the beginning of the colonial 

era. One way in which this was done was through a principle called terra nullius which stated that 

Europeans had the right to claim all foreign land that was deemed as being ‘unoccupied’ (also defined 

as ‘uncultivated’). So by constructing ‘non-Western’ people as passive, ineffective, lazy, inactive and 

thereby uncultivated, the occupation of land/the colonial project could be justified (Eriksson Baaz, 

2002, p.152). Even though the stereotype of ‘the lazy native’ was a common feature of the colonial 

discourse in general (and thereby not exclusive to the identity construction of the African) the 

evolutionary discourse prevalent at the time entailed that the African was constructed as especially lazy 

and passive (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p.152). Today the stereotype of the lazy and passive African is 

sustained and recycled in post-colonial imagery used both in media reports, popular culture and 

development aid discourses (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 151 &153). 

 

Due to the discourse and construction of the African as being lazy, uncommitted and passive it 

conveniently became ‘the with man’s burden’ to instil the ‘Other’ with energy, work ethic and initiative, 

which was most adequately done by colonising them and thereby being able to ‘learn’, ‘educate’ and 

‘civilize’ them (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 152). There is an assumption that development aid have made 

the recipient countries, particularly those in Africa, dependent and passive. The idea is that the aid 

given, in itself, causes lack of responsibility and inactivity which in turn have generated failing 

societies, institutions and development projects (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p.154f). When there are 

conflicting goals in a development cooperation the problems are often ascribed to the ‘partner’ being 

passive and uncommitted, when the case in fact could be that the ‘partner’ just have other goals and 
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ambitions or want to go about with the project in another way (Eriksson Baaz, 2002, p. 151f). As a way 

of invoking people’s generosity the international aid industry has often played on post-colonial 

connotations by repeatedly producing a picture of the ‘African recipient’ as a helpless and passive 

object in need of rescue. Even though many organisations today have come to realise how problematic 

these types of portrayals are, it is still frequently used in western popular culture and media (Eriksson 

Baaz, 2002, p.153f). 

 

To identify this category in the texts I am analysing I will look for constructions of the Other as passive, 

lazy, inactive, dependent, irresponsible or uncommitted.  

 

 

5. Empirical analysis 

 

5.1. Oxfam 

 

I will start by analysing material from the British NGO Oxfam’s website. Oxfam is a non-governmental 

development organisation that was founded during the second World War (Oxfam B, 2016). On their 

website they describe themselves as a global movement that share the belief that poverty is something 

that can be eliminated. Their work consists of assisting in emergency situations, implement long-term 

projects, helping out with water supplies et cetera. They are a donor based organisation that have a 

bottom-up focus in all their work. They are active in over 90 different countries worldwide (Oxfam C, 

2016).  

 
 The quotes used are found under the heading “The impact of our work” where you can choose between 

different projects Oxfam have done and are telling about, the project I have looked into goes under the 

title “Positive effects of Zimbabwe water project”. There are about fifteen different projects described in 

the “impact of our work”-section, concerned with diverse themes and aspects of development aid. I 

have aimed to limit the scope of my analysis to focusing on projects related to ameliorated water 

supplies and farming. This is because these can be said to be two fundamental prerequisites for survival 

and/or an increased standard of living. Without safe water one is constantly at risk of becoming ill and 
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without any water at all, or a lack of it, one will not be able to irrigate your crops, and even less to 

survive. I thought “The impact of our work” would be an interesting section to look at because that is 

where Oxfam describes their projects, and the success of them, in their own words. Hence this is where 

it would be most likely to find indications of their point of view and attitudes in regard to those ‘getting 

the help’, the effects of what has been done, other cultures and the development aid field in general.    

 

When describing the location when Oxfam first got there they write: “Families were going hungry, and 

parents couldn’t pay for essentials like school fees. The whole community was suffering” (Oxfam A, 

2016). Following the postcolonial line of thought this could be interpreted as hinting that this is a 

community in need of rescue, that it is incapable and non-functional; an ‘immature’ society without 

working institutions or social networks, i.e. an example of a ‘stagnated Other’. On the other hand, the 

very same sentence could be read as a telling of how an unjust and unequal global economic system 

leaves certain groups and parts of the world behind, not caring about how those lives are affected or 

devastated; that skewed structures, both globally and nationally, creates these types of exploited areas 

where the people living there do not have sufficient means to change their situation. As all societies 

today are based on a market economy, a liberal, capitalist, system which creates a catch-22 situation 

where people without economic resources can not get themselves out of their exposed situation without 

getting any money, which they can’t since they are poor and do not have enough resources to do so. 

Hence the setting of the modern global world puts some communities in the circumstances described in 

the quote above.  

 

Another quote on the website is: “Today, hundreds of households across the district are benefiting from 

this low-cost, low-tech irrigation system” (ibid.). Using the words ‘low-cost’ and ‘low-tech’ could be 

seen as giving room for two different tracks of interpretation. It could be seen as indicating that this is a 

method that could be used by anyone anywhere, independent of their previous knowledge or economic 

resources. That it is a solution that is easily available and that small means and some knowledge sharing 

can have a big and far reaching impact for those benefiting from this irrigation system; an indication of 

that a positive change is obtainable even with limited resources. 

However, the quote can also be read as suggesting that the farmers are a bit unintelligent and 

incompetent who have not set up or figured out this “low-cost and low-tech” system before, on their 

own, as the formulation indicates it to be very easily achieved. It implicates that the local farmers 
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needed the help from an ‘active Westerner’ in order to get things done, that without that ‘push’ they are 

too lazy and/or passive to obtain any change. Thereby hinting about a postcolonial view of the locals, 

the identity construction here being a combination of the ‘stagnated Other’ and the ‘passive Other’ as 

the locals are implicitly describes as being both backward and inactive. Nevertheless, there is also the 

possibility that this “low-cost, low-tech” system was something that was imported by Oxfam when they 

got there. That the techniques and resources used was not originally available at the site, for some 

reason, and therefore not possible for the locals to use or take advantage of. The description of the 

project does not tell whether this is the case or not.  

 

A third quote that could be said to express postcolonial attitudes and structures is: “The confidence that 

this project has instilled means that people are now able to make their own decisions and pass on their 

new farming knowledge” (ibid.). The phrasing “are now able to” implies that the farmers have not been 

able to do the things spoken of before Oxfam came into their lives. By saying it like that one implicitly 

gets the message that the farmers can make their own decisions now, in contrast to what they have been 

able to do before, and that it is all thanks to Oxfam. Viewing the locals as incapable, ignorant and/or 

quiescent while praising the Self for spreading knowledge, initiative and/or cultivation was a prevailing 

trait in the colonial discourse and is therefore here an indication of postcolonial identity constructions, 

namely the ‘passive Other and active Self’.  

 

“Then Oxfam gave Ipaishe and her neighbours the help they needed to kick-start a dramatic change – a 

simple irrigation system using water from the nearby dam” (ibid.). This could also be seen as an 

example of Oxfam viewing the local farmers as passive, resigned and unskilled. By saying that Oxfam 

gave Ipaishe and her neighbours the help they needed, a distinction is made between an active subject 

(the Self) and a passive object (the Other). One is hinting that without Oxfam’s intervening the farmers 

would never have been able to create this change for themselves, which is a way of robbing the farmers 

of their inherent capacity. This quote shows postcolonial structures in that it constructs the local farmers 

as dependent on, and inferior, to the western Self. The other way of reading it could, however, be that 

the farmers themselves have identified and articulated a problem they have but are unable to solve on 

their own with the resources available at the moment. It might have been the farmers who invited 

Oxfam to help, with the locals suggesting solutions to their own problems and then, with the NGO’s 

help, having worked hard to realise these changes. One could see it as that Oxfam only enabled the 
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farmers to fulfil their potentials.  

 

Another quote, somewhat on the same theme, is: “They [the farmers] also received some training in 

how to make the most of their land to get several crops a year and a supply of maize seed and fertiliser 

to get them started” (ibid.). On the one hand Oxfam could be said to simply want to help, having good 

intentions, and seeing that things could be optimised; that they only wanted to share knowledge in order 

for the framers to be able to become more self-reliant. Earlier in the text one could also read Ipaishe 

telling about how the harvests have went down due to changes in the weather that has made the rain turn 

more erratic. The training received might have been specifically focused on how to cope with these 

particular changes. On the other hand, the quote could be said to signal that the local farmers suffer a 

lack of knowledge, are a bit backward, and therefore needs to be directed and taught by someone ‘who 

knows better’ i.e. the western (enlightened) Self.  

 

When Oxfam describes the impact their project has had on this community and the locals farmers’ lives 

it is done in, what could almost be seen as, exaggerative terms. Here are some examples:  

 

“The benefits from this one simple action are now also rippling out to thousands of other people from 

the wider communities” (ibid.); 

“Ipaishe, like the rest of Gutu’s farmers, has seen her crop yields rise an astonishing 240% - and these 

yields are expected to rise even further” (ibid.);  

“(…) the whole community can benefit for generations to come” (ibid.);  

“And this is a lasting sustainable change that will change lives for good” (ibid.).  

 

It is quite bold a claim to by ‘one simple action, be changing thousands of people’s lives for good’, and 

in addition to that in a ‘lasting sustainable’ way. It almost sound a bit too good to be true. It must be 

rather challenging for NGOs in general to balance the assertions of their project’s positive impacts. On 

the one hand, they need to demonstrate positive and constructive results in order to be able to justify 

what they are doing and to be able to attract donors and collect aid funds. Without any palpable positive 

changes it will be very difficult to motivate people to donate their money and hence for the NGOs to 

continue their work. So, presenting the projects in such favourable terms could be seen as a strategy for 

survival. However, it entails a risk for exaggeration to let an organisation describe the success of their 
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projects themselves. The organizations also become vulnerable of ending up in the ‘white saviour’-

rhetoric, of constructing the Self as the one who comes and rescues the locals from their ‘horrible living 

conditions’ and presents ‘modern’ solutions to the ‘Other’s’ backward problems. Describing the impacts 

of their projects as Oxfam has done in the quotes above results in post-colonial connotations where the 

Other is constructed both as ‘stagnated’ and ‘passive’ while the Self is presented as ‘progressive’ and 

‘active’.  On the other hand, it might also be likely that in places with a vast lack in resources, a 

seemingly modest effort can have far-reaching positive impacts. The more impoverished a community, 

the grater the difference when an aid development project is implemented. One example could be that 

when getting a somewhat larger crop, one might be able to sell the surplus to others and with the money 

you earn from that you can now, for example, pay school fees, buy items and services from others, and 

in that way step by step become a part of the economic system and provide for yourself. The increase in 

financial flow and exchange is by many aid organisations thought to be a catalyst for an overall 

development in the community, which in turn gives rise to Oxfam’s claims and assumptions that this 

water project will ‘change lives for good’ and affect ‘thousands of other people from the wider 

communities’. 

 

In the introduction of the project description there are a couple of sentences where Ipaishe herself gets 

to tell a little about the situation and the change that has been made. The quotations are ‘signed’ with 

her full name and then the descriptive words “mother, farmer and businesswoman”. By letting her 

explain the situation in her own words, even though she was given few ones in comparison to the 

Oxfam writer, she is given agency and legitimacy as a capable adult human being. It is important to let 

the ones receiving the support talk for themselves and not to speak on someone’s behalf. By doing so 

one decreases the risk of ending up with the illusions and stereotypes of the ‘Self’ and the ‘Other’ 

seeping out in the descriptions. The words farmer and businesswoman also signals competence and 

skilfulness, that we have to do with an able and independent person. Especially ‘businesswoman’ is a 

word carrying positive connotations, which furthermore is in line with the ‘modern’ (Western) ideal of 

being a ‘strong’ and ‘self-reliant’ woman. However, one can not know, only based on this short 

description, how independent Ipaishe actually is. There might, for example, be a patriarchal figure that 

has the indirect control and power over the farm and business, even if Ipaishe officially is in charge. 

There may be many dynamics at play that we do not know about.  
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5.2. Water Aid 
 

Another of the British NGOs I have chosen to look into is Water Aid, an organisation that works 

specifically with projects concerning water, sanitation and hygiene issues in different parts of the world. 

They were established in 1981 and is an international organisation with specific focus on providing safe 

water and sanitation for poor and marginalised people (WaterAid C, 2016). The organisation is donor 

based and is involved in about 38 different countries and aims to have an inclusive, grass-root based, 

engagement cooperating with local partners (WaterAid D, 2016). 

 

 As in the case of Oxfam, I have chosen to look at how the organisation itself describes their work and 

project. Under the heading “Stories from our work” one find descriptions of numerous projects and 

what impacts they have had. As all of Water Aid’s projects are in some way related to improving water 

supplies, which I have stated to be within the focal point of my analysis, the selection of what project to 

concentrate on here was made quite randomly, but I think that what drew my attention to it was the 

somewhat overconfident title “Transforming lives in Malawi”. Naming a project in this manner strikes 

the same note of exaggeration as when Oxfam described the impact of their project in the Gutu district 

in Zimbabwe. Already the title signals that the presence and intervention of Water Aid have had an 

immense impact on the people living there, hence the title alone could be said to denote a postcolonial 

construction of an omniscient and active Self. Either way, the project was launched earlier in 2016 and 

is planned to continue over the next four years to come (WaterAid A, 2016). In the following 

paragraphs I will give an account of several quotes from Water Aid’s texts and different possible 

interpretations of them.  

 

When describing one of the sites included in the project they write that “the community are currently 

accessing water from an unprotected well over 10 meters deep. Residents have to use a rope tied to a 

container to collect dirty water” (WaterAid A, 2016). On the one hand this quote can be seen as 

emphasising and pointing out the backwardness and underdevelopment of the community in question, 

i.e. how ‘stagnated’ the ‘Other’ is, stressing how poor and miserable they are and thereby also how 

much in need of help they are. On the other hand, it could also be said to be a frank description of how 

some people around the world live and get hold of their daily use of water. That this is how it looks for 
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some. And it might even be difficult to describe the situation in another way, if still wanting to stress the 

urgent need of a safe and functioning well. While one should, of course, avoid negative and 

stereotyping imagery not everything can be rephrased. The structure of the world today comes with 

immanent inequalities and injustices, which is not something we can, or should, be winking at. 

 

At the end of one of the marketing videos for the project they have put a ‘slogan’, first showing the 

logotype of the project, which says ‘Thames♥Malawi’, and then under it stating: “Transforming lives in 

the warm heart of Africa” (WaterAid B, 2016). ‘The warm heart of Africa’ is used as an unofficial 

nickname of Malawi, said to be a suiting name for representing the ‘characteristic warmth and 

happiness’ of the Malawians (Africa Geographic, 2015, & Malawi Tourism Guide, 2010). Even though 

it might be a nickname used by many of the Malawians themselves it still has postcolonial connotations 

tied to it. More specifically it could be said to denote exoticism, hinting that there is something mystic 

about Africa, that it is inherently different from e.g. the European continent. It is also generalising to 

depict the whole African continent as homogeneous, with all countries being similar and connected, 

which is what one is insinuating if claiming one country to be ‘the heart’ of all the others. There is a 

jargon of the white ‘adventurer’ making expedition into the ‘wild and beautiful jungle’ coming across 

‘fascinating’ landscapes and cultures whom (s)he ‘has never encountered before’, and so on, until (s)he 

finally finds ‘the warm heart of Africa’. It is very much reminding of the imagery used and the way it 

was talked about the lands that were occupied during the colonial era, with mysticism being a more or 

less constant feature in the coloniser’s descriptions. Therefore, the above quote could be said to be an 

example of exoticism and a construction of ‘the culturally different Other’.   

 

Another quote from the text describing the project is: “But thanks to the new Thames Loves Malawi 

partnership, work is already underway to bring safe water to Bwemba for the first time” (WaterAid A, 

2016). It seems to be deceivingly easy for NGOs, or any development aid organisation, to fall into the 

imagery of ‘The white saviour’, i.e. a ‘western superiority’ coming and solving all the problems and 

‘giving guidance’ on how to create a ‘brighter future’; giving presentations of the Self that can be 

categorised as being constructions of a ‘progressive’ and ‘active’ identity. However, it might in fact be 

so that the Bwemba community have not been able to mobilise the resources needed to create a safe 

water-provision on their own and therefore actively have invited Water Aid to help them solve some of 

their problems, we do not have any information about whether that was the case or not.  
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“The Thames Loves Malawi partnership will also draw on the experience of Thames Water employees, 

so they can help Malawian water companies develop their skills and knowledge and improve their 

services” (WaterAid A, 2016). This could be seen as another example of how western ‘science and 

expertise’ comes and provides solutions to the problems of the needing ‘Other’; of the all-knowing 

‘progressive Self’ having to come and teach and educate the ignorant ‘backward Other’. In opposite, it 

could also be read as a reasonable and loyal strategy of knowledge-sharing and a way of helping each 

other out in difficult situations.  

 

When it comes to describing the difference Water Aid aims to make for the communities involved they, 

at one place in the text, say: “But through the Thames Loves Malawi project we hope to change things – 

reaching 40.000 people with improved sanitation, 6000 with access to clean water and 23.000 with 

hygiene education messages” (WaterAid A, 2016). This could be read as an example of a more neutral 

description of what they hope to achieve than the ‘transforming-lives’-talk. They are being quite 

concrete and not going in to the ‘saving-rhetoric’ of ‘wanting to change thousands of lives forever’ et 

cetera. There is a difference in the connotations of saying one wants to change ‘some things’, in an over 

all perspective, and saying one wants to ‘deliver lasting change and transform lives’. The former gives 

more of a sense of wanting to help with what one can, a more humble approach one might say, while 

the latter could be read as signalling more of an urge to step in and alter things in a more patronising 

way. However, at the end of the promotion video found on the same page one find the statement 

“transforming lives and delivering lasting change” (WaterAid A, 2016) and as mentioned earlier the 

title of the whole project is “Transforming lives in Malawi”. So that type of approach still seems to be 

very much present as well.   

 

Something particular that is found in Water Aid’s text, that is not found to the same extent in for 

example Oxfam’s texts, is the emphasis put on the locals’ engagement. Here is a selection of illustrating 

quotes:   

 

“(…) and the local residents are only too happy to get involved”;  

“Some even took a month of 4am starts, so they could help dig a 3.5 km trench for the pipes that will 

connect a new communal water kiosk to the water network”;  
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“’The experience that is probably going to stay with me the most is just how proactive the people are 

here’ says Emily Askins-Healy, Desalination Plant Operator at Thames Water. ’They are not just asking 

for help, they want to do as much as they can for themselves’”;  

“People are willing to do as much hard work as necessary to get clean water to their community. If they 

achieve that it will be life-changing for them” (WaterAid A, 2016).  

 

These quotes are suggesting that it is almost something extraordinary for the locals to want to 

participate and be willing to work in order to obtain the change they want. This indicates that Water Aid 

shares the convention of exposed communities being aid-dependent, inactive and unwilling to exert 

themselves. Otherwise there would not be that much attention and emphasis put on that ‘they are 

actually working’. It is disparaging to express such a surprise to see the locals make an effort, it reveals 

some implicit views and values that the organisation have towards the locals. Nevertheless, one could 

argue that since there is this prejudice of the passive and aid-dependent ‘Other’ it is good to show 

examples of the opposite. One could imagine that the organisation’s aim here simply is to demonstrate 

that the locals are hard-working and ambitious; actively striving to get out of poverty and change their 

lives. And there is of course a point in doing so, but what they have done here is to almost overstate it 

which gives the reader a feeling of that this is kind of an extraordinary exception, as the Water Aid 

workers seemingly are so amazed and impressed by it. It would have been enough to just mention it a 

couple of times and then doing it without phrasings like ‘some even did this and that’, ‘what is going to 

stay with me the most is how hard-working they were’ et cetera but rather to quite concretely describe 

what the locals have done, trying not to add any underlying insinuations to it.  

 

5.3. Livingstone Tanzania Trust 

 

The third NGO I have chosen to have a look into is called Livingstone Tanzania Trust (LTT) and is 

quite a bit smaller than the other two. This organisation puts its entire focus on one specific region in 

Tanzania, namely the Babati District in the northern parts of the country (Livingstone Tanzania Trust A, 

2016), which is in large contrast to the other two organisations who have a more or less global coverage 

of developing countries. The aim of LTT is to empower the locals and helping out with education and 

starting enterprises, this is done by providing resources and ‘skills training’. In similarity with the other 

two organisations LTT too is a donor based one (ibid.). The organisation consists of a board of 7 
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persons who runs the management and makes decisions about which projects that should be carried out 

and what to focus on. Decisions regarding what to focus on and where more support is needed is often 

made in consultation with a local council, called the Manyara Community Development Organisation, 

consisting of representatives from different communities in the area. The ambition is to make sure that 

the needs of the locals are really met and listened to and that this is done in a way that the locals 

themselves have asked for, to ensure that the work is done ‘bottom-up’ as that increases the impact and 

influence of the locals. However, all proposals and demands from the local team must first be approved 

by the western-educated, and almost exclusively white, board who is in charge of the finances and 

resource distribution of the organisation (Livingstone Tanzania Trust B, 2016). This could be said to 

conduce to up-hold a hierarchy and an unequal (post-colonial) power-balance between the local actors 

and the LTT. Why not hand over all management to the locals? Or are the locals thought not to be 

skilled or ambitious enough? Are there reproductions of stereotypes and prejudices at play, hindering an 

efficient, equal and self-managed process of development? 

 

In consistence with previous organisations I am going to look at some quotes from the LTT’s website 

where the organisation themselves are describing the work they are doing and what difference it makes.  

I have chosen to focus at a project called “Farming Training” as that was the project that best fitted 

within the scope of my analysis. Beside this one LTT has roughly five other project going on 

simultaneously in the area (Livingstone Tanzania Trust C, 2016). 

 

The first quote to be discussed is: “We know that if small holder farmers, many of whom are women, 

are to be lifted out of poverty we need to improve their economic, social and environmental 

performance” (Livingstone Tanzania Trust D, 2016). The phrasing ‘be lifted out of poverty’ indicated 

that those suffering from it are too passive and/or unskilled to be able to get out of poverty themselves, 

and thereby that they need to ‘be lifted out of it’ by someone else. Here it makes the farmers a passive 

‘Other’ in need of rescue, while ‘we’ are made active subjects appointed to ‘save’ ‘them’. The ‘we’ in 

this sentence could be seen as referring to two different things here; it could both be meaning ‘we’ as in 

the inhabitants of the western world or ‘we’ as in a general everyone. If the former is the case this quote 

could be seen as an example of the ‘Other’ being constructed as dependent, passive and lazy as the 

insinuation then would be that the ‘western Self’ is the one who needs to bring about the economic, 

social and environmental improvements in ‘the Other’s’ community. The quote as a whole, in this 
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reading, indicates that the ‘Western Self’ knows better and is more capable than the ‘African Other’. 

Livingstone Tanzania Trust is using a patronising discourse, ascribing the ‘Self’ more competence and 

agency than the ‘Other’. On the other hand, this quote could be read as that there are some commonly 

recognised obstacles and problems that needs to be solved or overcome in order for people to get out of 

poverty, and that this should be done by anyone who can and wants, as an act of solidarity, regardless of 

whether you are a ‘local’ or a ‘visitor’. Knowledge-sharing and communication could be said to be seen 

as key factors and something that should be focused on, in this reading of the quote. 

 

When describing the changes the organisation has brought about for the locals one can read: “(…) and a 

paradigm shift within the individual psyche from passive participants in a future determined by others to 

being active participants in a future they can determine for themselves” (Livingstone Tanzania Trust D, 

2016). Here we have an explicit reference to, and upholding of, the discourse of the ‘passive Other’ and 

‘active Self’. ‘Before, the Other was passive and stupid but now, with our help, the Other has become 

more like the active and brilliant Self, able to act and think for themselves’. The message is that the goal 

and aim for the ‘Other’ always should be to change and become as alike the ‘Self’ as possible. The 

better one is at internalising and adapt to ‘the western ways’ of thinking and doing, the more one is seen 

as a legitimate, independent and successful person. Further, it is a brave claim to make that one has 

generated ‘a paradigm shift within the individual psyche’. How could one possibly know whether such a 

change has taken place? It is moreover stereotyping and generalising to state that this was the case for 

all individuals in this community, which is what LTT implicitly is saying when phrasing it like this. It 

would have been a little bit more nuanced if LTT had written that ‘a paradigm shift has taken place 

within some of the individual’s psyche’. And instead of describing the participants as simply going from 

‘passive’ to ‘active’ one maybe could have said that ‘many/some of the people living here experience 

that they have more influence over and possibilities to affect their future than they had before this 

cooperation’, which at least is giving a hint of trying to give a somewhat more nuanced picture of the 

changes taking place. If one would try to interpret the quote in a dissimilar way one could say that the 

organisation might just want to point out that a positive change, in their view, de facto has taken place. 

Maybe the members of the local council have expressed these feelings themselves when talking to the 

organisation? It is possible that the organisation is just making a witness of what they have been told by 

the locals. However, if so, the organisation could have expressed more clearly that this was the case and 

moreover have rephrased it in a way that does not gives connotations of, and reproduces, a post-colonial 
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discourse. 

 

The third quote to be discussed goes as follows: “The farmers have retained their dignity and pride by 

achieving this [becoming active participants] for themselves: and most importantly they now have hope 

for a brighter future” (Livingstone Tanzania Trust D, 2016). Once again, who said this? Is it the voice of 

the locals themselves, and if so all of them of just a few of them? Or is it assumptions made by the 

organisation, based on prejudice and stereotypes? Saying it like this indicates that dignity, pride and 

hope are something that the locals missed and did not have before the LTT arrived to the area, which in 

itself is a degrading description. But then again, it could be that the locals themselves have given 

expression to these kinds of feelings. However, in that case, that would have been needed to be 

clarified. One needs to get to know the background, circumstances and details of the statements in order 

to get a nuanced and somewhat balanced picture of the situation and the possible impact of the 

organisation. Otherwise one is likely to get a stereotype and simplistic impression of the stories that the 

organisation is telling. 

 

“Living in rural areas the farmers have no effective voice with authorities and so are unable to affect 

change through political means” (Livingstone Tanzania Trust D, 2016). This gives hints of this society 

being a backward and non-functioning one, where the essential political and democratic mechanisms 

are lacking, in other words the Other is constructed as being ‘stagnated’.  From another point of view, it 

could be seen as an attempt to depict which kinds of complex and structural problems that the locals 

have to cope with, both on a mental and practical level. Having small chances of making your voice 

heard on the political arena can likely give cause to feelings of hopelessness and lack of self-esteem, 

which in itself is a relevant complex of problems to shed light upon. 

 

There are many things that are said to have been improved after the intervention of LTT in the area. 

Here are some examples:  

 

“In addition they have improved their self-reliance, improved community engagement with each other; 

improved income diversity and security as well as improved physical income” (Livingstone Tanzania 

Trust D, 2016); 

“All of which has resulted in better living conditions, greater opportunities for secondary and further 
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education for their children, better family health, greater resilience (...)” (ibid.); 

“LTT’s Out-Grower Pilot Project demonstrated that by providing applicable agricultural training, 

combined with health and well-being awareness workshops, financial training and micro-loans, 

subsistence farms could bring about changes for themselves in such a manner that they are able to not 

only meet their obligations but also improve their quality of life and that of their families” (ibid.). 

 

Is it likely that all of these changes stem solely from the engagement of the LTT? It could be so, but it 

would have been easier to understand and believe if they could give some explanations and examples of 

how this has happened and in what way; to be a little bit more specific. Otherwise it will, as we have 

seen with the other two NGOs as well, end up sounding like an exaggerated, somewhat diffuse, 

summary of results without any bearing on reality. Because it surely sounds like some extraordinary 

changes has been made in people’s everyday life. So it is important to explain how these differences are 

made in order for the people reading about it to understand and grasp the mechanisms of these changes 

and how these can be brought about.  

 

6. Discussion and conclusion 

 
The word ‘improve’ is frequently used by NGOs when describing the aims and results of their projects. 

This indicates that something is not ‘good enough’ to start with, that there is something that needs to be 

‘upgraded’; that there in fact exist a better and/or more correct way of doing things, a way that is more 

legitimate. Who is it that determines which way to be the ‘right’ or ‘best’ one? Who sets the agenda? 

Who is shaping these discourses? One could argue that it is somewhat condescending to say that 

something needs to be improved, or even changed, as it indicates that the present state of things is not 

satisfying or sufficient. When it comes to NGOs using this kind of phrasing it is most often done by a 

western voice, who has internalised ‘western’ values, knowledges and point of views, while framing 

what is perceived as a problem in ‘non-western’ communities. There is an underlying assumption that 

since the communities concerned are ‘non-western’ or ‘developing’ ones they are different than 

‘western’ ones in terms of capabilities, culture and knowledge, but it is at the same time also assumed 

that the ‘Other’ need and should develop in the exact same way as ‘western’ societies have done, 

regardless of the vastly differing contexts and settings. 
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Within the colonial discourse Europe and ‘the west’ has been strongly connected with progressive 

technology and learning. The European colonisation was in this discourse equated with “the triumph of 

science and reasoning over the forces of superstition” (Loomba, p. 21f). When the development aid 

sector states that it wants to make ‘improvements’ it is playing on similar connotations; that they know 

better than the ‘Other’ what is needed, necessary and desirable in a society. And this ‘knowledge’ is 

given more legitimacy than that of the local ‘Other’. It is a quite condescending rhetoric that sustains a 

hierarchic and postcolonial power-balance. On the other hand, it is relevant and of importance to be able 

to point out things that are in need of improvements. Even though the post-colonial discourse mentioned 

above exists and is problematic one still needs to be able to address problems and issues in the areas and 

communities NGOs are working in, since there are in fact some urgent measures that needs to be taken 

in order for people to be able to live healthy and functioning lives. There is a risk of ending up in a 

vicious circle of anxiousness, blurred messages and indistinctness if one takes all possible connotations 

of a word too much into consideration. However, it would be desirable to put effort in finding a way for 

development aid organisations to formulate aims and projects in a more neutral, respectful and 

including way. But the question remains about how that should be done in the most optimal way. There 

is a risk of ending up in a tricky balance between what one could say without being seen as patronising 

and ignorant and still get the message through in a concise, effective and comprehensible way. 

 

One step could be to let the locals do the talking even more, and then to be explicit about how much of 

the plans and goals of different projects that are coming from the locals themselves. Because a certain 

sentence could be perceived in two totally different ways depending on who is saying it, in what 

contexts, and how it is said. So, even if it in general would be the same aims and projects (which one 

cannot know if it would) they would, most likely, not be taken as equally patronising if they were all 

articulated by the locals themselves instead of people coming from elsewhere in the world.  

 

Going back to the first of the questions that this thesis has aimed to answer one can conclude that I have 

indeed found post-colonial tendencies in the texts from the chosen non-governmental aid agencies. 

Constructions of ‘the stagnated Other and progressive Self’ or ‘the passive Other and active Self’ were 

found in an absolute majority of the quotes and they, moreover, often co-existed as well. On the 

contrary I did not find particularly many examples of ‘the culturally different Other’ in the texts 

analysed. My judgement is that there was an evenly distributed frequency of post-colonial constructions 
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among the three organisations, I did not find any of the three to be more prone to express post-colonial 

discourses. However, Livingstone Tanzania Trust was the organisation where the most explicit quote 

was found, when they described how the farmers had gone from being ‘passive participants’ to ‘active’ 

ones. Even though the other organisations used very similar connotations they never really expressed it 

so bluntly. Concerning the second question of this thesis I have, throughout the empirical analysis, 

shown examples of how a text can be read and interpreted in contrasting ways.  

 

As American NGOs also have shown examples of postcolonial identity constructions (Stenlund, 2016, 

p.27) I would not claim this to be something typical for the British society or the NGOs operating there. 

When comparing my results with Stenlund’s the indication is that the occurrence of these type of post-

colonial tendencies most likely are ranging over several western countries and societies; if both 

America (who had no colonies themselves) and Britain (who had numerous colonies) shows the same 

tendency, a reasonable conclusion would be that similar post-colonial discourses are existing in many 

other western countries as well. 

 

When it comes to Fairclough’s three-dimensional model one can conclude that post-colonial tendencies 

were to be found in all three dimensions. The phrasing and choice of words – i.e. the text itself, which 

was the focus of the first dimension – carried with it both implicit and explicit post-colonial identity 

constructions. Looking at the second dimension, namely discursive practice, one can clearly see that the 

text written by contemporary NGOs are drawing on earlier colonial- and postcolonial discourses; the 

imagery and connotations are familiar and sometimes even the same. The readers of the texts have in 

general been showered in these kinds of descriptions and rhetoric for many years, to varying degrees, 

which have made them used to it and hence they rarely even questions, or reacts to, it (unless called 

upon to do so). Steady and continual repetition tends to normalise roughly any message, argument, or 

view of the world. When it comes to social practice, the third dimension of the model, one can note that 

the discursive practice in this case is reproducing and maintaining the post-colonial discourse, which in 

terms of the broader social practice means that the stereotypes and prejudices generated by this 

discourse are allowed to persist.  

 

It is necessary to restructure and alter this order of discourse in order to allow more equal, nuanced and 

including partnerships/international collaborations to take place. Attention needs to be drawn to that 
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discourses and constructions such as these exists and to that they need to be questioned and thwarted. 

By doing so this type of discourse will change over time and ultimately enable more equal power 

relations, both globally and nationally. Of course, those types of thorough social changes do not happen 

solely due to changes in discourse, but it is nevertheless a vital prerequisite to trigger the chains of event 

that will provoke and inspire such a change. 

 

The material analysed was limited in the sense that it consisted of rather short text from the 

organisation’s websites, if one for example had analysed reports or longer pieces of texts one would 

have been able to draw other, perhaps more far-reaching, conclusions. However, I managed to answer 

the questions at centre of this thesis in a satisfactory way proceeding from the material chosen here. The 

focus lay on the organisation’s own formulations and views, hence I deemed their descriptions of their 

own projects to be the most relevant to analyse as that is where their underlying views and values are 

most likely to be conveyed. So analysing longer texts or reports could be a suggestion for further 

research to be done. It would moreover have been interesting to have interviewed the authors of the 

analysed texts to see how/whether their intentions and personal values matched with the interpretation 

and analysis of their texts. Further, it would also have been interesting to incorporate images in the 

analysis, because I think there are many intriguing aspects and implicit messages to be found there. 

However, the time constraint and limitations of this thesis did not leave room for it to be done this time.   
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